MAURO GIULIANI AND AUSTRIAN FOLK MUSIC
By Stefan Hackl

Mauro Giuliani in
Vienna (1806–1819)
Mauro Giuliani
(1781–1829), one of the
most important figures in
the growth and development
of the guitar in the earlier
nineteenth century, spent
his most productive years in
Vienna from 1806 to 1819.
He was well connected with
the cultural and social life of
the imperial city, at the time a
melting pot which welcomed
talented artists with diverse
backgrounds from throughout
the provinces and neighboring
states.
Giuliani performed with
the most famed musicians
of the day on stages and in
salons, and his compositions
were in demand for
Figure 1:
publication by Vienna’s most
prestigious publishing houses,
such as Domenico Artaria,
Sigismund Anton Steiner, Tranquillo Mollo, and Anton
Diabelli. Johann Georg Stauffer, the noted guitar maker,
was proud to cite Giuliani as one of his clients.

The Vogue of Folk Music
The six-string classic guitar, apparently “invented” in
Naples around 1780, quickly spread to the four corners
of Europe, supplanting the older but still popular baroque
(or Spanish) guitar, with its five courses of double strings.
In the two decades following its popularization, by around
1800, there began to develop a special interest among
the educated classes in the music and cultures of their
rural or “folk” populations. It blossomed during the years
1815–1848 into what became known in Austria as the
Biedermeier period, notable for its encouragement of inhome music making.
After the Napoleonic wars, a new concept of “nation”
gave rise to historical research in ethnology, linguistics, and

musicology. Philosophers and
poets such as Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Lord Byron, Johann
Gottfried Herder, Achim von
Arnim, and Clemens Brentano
were among the leading
figures in this research. In
Austria the Archduke Johann
and the Viennese Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde (Society
of Friends of Music) were
the driving forces behind a
systematic documentation of
the vocal and instrumental
practices of the people
(preserved in the Sonnleithner
collection). Even the greatest
composers like Beethoven
(Mödlinger Tänze, Tirolerlieder)
and Schubert (Deustche Tänze,
etc.) willingly included folk
elements in their compositions.
In the repertoire of the guitar
(which has always been
strongly influenced by folk
music) the vogue of folk music
expressed itself in a large number of dances and folk song
arrangements.

-mania
Provincial musicians living in Vienna incorporated
the music of their respective homelands into their
compositions. Leonard de Call came from Tyrol, Anton
Diabelli from Salzburg, and Wenzel Matiegka from
Bohemia—all of them published Ländler with distinct
regional colorations. “Ländler-mania” spread rapidly. The
dances were usually published in dozens—sets of 6, 12, or
24. Swoboda’s revised guitar method1 contains no fewer
than 96!
The genre of the Ländler dates back to the late
eighteenth century. In variants and under different names
(Deutscher Tanz, Allemande, Walzer), descriptions of the
music and choreography first appear in 1760. According to
Liebleitner2 the Ländler was spread in Vienna by violinists

1 August Swoboda, Guitarre-Schule, Zweyte, ganz umgearbeitete und vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage (Vienna: published by the author, c1830).
2 Karl Liebleitner, “Einiges über den ‘Landler’,” Zeitschrift für die Gitarre 7(1926): 155.
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from Linz, who entertained the passengers on the Danube
river cruise ships. Unlike other dances in triple meter
(minuet, waltz, mazurka) the Ländler is characterized by
extended triadic melodies in eighth notes.
The earliest examples of Ländler for guitar (Allemandes,
Deutsche) had been published around 1800 by Leopold
Neuhauser, Andreas Traeg, Louis Wolf, Paul Sandrini, and
Simon Molitor. By the end of the century examples of
folk music could still be found in guitar method books by
Johann Decker-Schenk and Alois Götz. The large amount
of publications indicates not only the cultural but also the
commercial aspect of this vogue.
Anton Diabelli was certainly aware of the popularity
of folk music and used it as a composer, arranger, and
publisher. He reacted promptly to the publication of the
celebrated Ziska and Schottky collection of folksongs,
Österreichische Volkslieder mit ihren Singweisen (Pest, 1819),
by publishing two different versions of a selection of Ländler
for guitar with either csakan or flute (24 Originalländler…
nach den beliebtesten österreichischen Volksweisen) as early
as the following year. The tag “original” is still used these
days by the popular folk-music industry to underline
authenticity. Diabelli demonstrated the commercial
effectiveness of the word more than one hundred and
fifty years ago (see also his arrangements of Schubert’s
Originaltänze for flute and guitar). Diabelli published many
of Giuliani’s works, among them the variations on folk
songs op. 49, 99, and 103.

Tyrolean Minstrels
Ever since the eighteenth century, Tyrolean traveling
merchants have been crisscrossing Europe, offering their
products for sale. Some of them also sang songs from
their homeland, which were well received. Through the
success of groups like the Rainer family from the Ziller
valley, who toured all over the world in the nineteenth
century, Tyrolean folk songs, yodels, and dances became a
trademark and an exportable article. Genuine folk songs
gave way to clichéd songs in the Tyrolean style. Ludwig
van Beethoven, Gioacchino Rossini, Franz Liszt, and other
composers followed the fashion by writing into their scores
alla Tyrolienne, which at times was even more popular
than comparable interpretive notes such as alla turca, alla
polacca, alla zingarese, and so forth. Incidentally, among
the Tyrolean singers were some skilled guitarists who

Figure 2:

also performed solos and duets in their travels, making
appreciable contributions to the spread of the classical
guitar even in America.3
The best known song associated with the Tyrolienne,
entitled “Wann i in der Früh aufsteh” (When I arise in
the morning), became one of the most popular pieces of
all in the classical guitar repertoire, appearing in works by
Diabelli, de Call, Matiegka, Sandrini, Ferdinando Carulli,
François de Fossa, August Harder, Joseph Küffner, Luigi
Legnani, Antoine Marcel Lemoine, Carl Scholl, Joseph
Triebensee, and Marc Aurelio Zani de Ferranti—all wellknown nineteenth-century guitar composers. Did we miss
Fernando Sor and Mauro Giuliani in this list? Some years
ago I discovered a song named “Air Tirolien by Sor” in the
Viennese Hudleston Manuscript4—it turned out that it
was confused with the Air Hongroise, which is based on the
same harmonies. It was combined with the Air Tirolien in
variations by Ferdinando Carulli (op. 94, 97) and Pierre
Joseph Plouvier (IX. Sérénade)!
Variations on a Tyrolean song by Mauro Giuliani are
mentioned, in fact, in a concert review of Mauro Giuliani’s
daughter, Emilia Giuliani.5 Is it a lost or unpublished work?
or could it be the variations op. 103, which have a certain
relationship to Tyrol? It should be noted that this most
popular “Tyrolean” song is not a genuine folk song but a

3 Hans Nathan, “The Tyrolese Family Rainer, and the Vogue of Singing Mountain-Troupes in Europe and America,” The Musical Quarterly 32, no. 1 (Jan. 1946): 63–79.
4 Published in Fernando Sor, 5 Song Arrangements from the Hudleston Manuscripts, ed. Stefan Hackl (Heidelberg: Editions Chanterelle, 2010) ECH 537.
5 “Am 8. December veranstaltete die GuitarreVirtuosinn Emilie GiulianiGuglielmi, Mitglied der philharmonischen Akademien von Bologna, Rom u.s.w., im Saale der

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde ein Concert, bei welchem selbe folgende Stücke zur Aufführung brachte: 1. Variationen über ein Thema aus “Montecchi und Capuleti.“ 2.
Potpourri mit Begleitung des Orchesters. 3. Große Variationen über ein Tyrollerlied; sämmtliche von der Concertgeberinn vorgetragen; die beiden ersten sind von ihr selbst
componirt, letzteres aber von Mauro Giuliani.” [On Dec. 8 the guitar virtuoso Emilie Giuliani-Guglielmi…organized a concert in the hall of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde,
in which she performed…Grand Variations on a Tyrolean Tune…this last piece composed by Mauro Giuliani.] Der Wanderer im Gebiete der Kunst und Wissenschaft, Industrie und
Gewerbe, Theater und Geselligkeit. No. 296 [December 11, 1840]): 1184.
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Figure 3:

theater song in Tyrolean style, originating from the Singspiel
Der Lügner by Franz Xaver Tost (1785).6

Giuliani’s works contain a lot of different folkloristic
elements. One can easily find Italian (Monferrine), Spanish
(Boleros), Irish, Scottish, French, and Russian themes. But
the majority are Austrian. A number of Giuliani’s works refer
directly to Austrian folk music—dances (mostly Ländler) and
folk song variations. But we can find Ländler-like elements
in other compositions too, e.g., the Trio of the Scherzo in the
Sonatina op. 71/3, or the second piece in the Raccolta di
Pezzi Musicali, op. 111/I.
Dances with opus numbers (* = for two guitars)
• Op. 16a*: 16 Oesterreichische Nazional Ländler [1811]
• Op. 21: XII Walzes [1808]
• Op. 23: Zwölf Neue Wald-Ländler [1810]
• Op. 24: XIV Balli Nazionali (No. 8, La Tirolese [1812]
• Op. 33: XII Ecossaises [1811]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Op. 44: XII Lændler [1814]
Op. 55*: Ländler [1814]
Op. 57: 12 Walzer [c. 1819]
Op. 58: 6 Ländler, 6 Walzer, 6 Ecossaises [c. 1819]
Op. 75*: XII Ländler con finale [1817]
Op. 75*: Zwölf Ländler Samt Coda für Flöte oder
Violine mit Begleitung der Guitarre [1817]
Op. 80: 12 Laendler per [1818]
Op. 90: 12 Walzer [1817]
Op. 92*: 12 Neue Ländler [1818]
Op. 94*: XII Laendler [1819]
Op. 116*: Le Avventure di Amore espresse in Dieci
Valzer Caratteristici [1828]

Dances without opus number:
• Auswahl der beliebtesten Deutschen aus dem ApolloSaal* [1812]
• Rondò e Valzer [1828]
• Rondoncino e due walz [1828]
• Diversi Walz [3 vols., 1828]
• IX Valzer e Finale [1828]

6 Thomas Nußbaumer, “ ‘Wann i in der Früh aufsteh,’ ein air tirolien in künstlerischen und populären Bearbeitungen und Überlieferungen,” in Volksmusik in den Alpen:
Interkulturelle Horizonte und Crossovers, ed. Thomas Nußbaumer. Salzburg: Mueller-Speiser, 2006, 177–206.
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Some of the Ländler series have an obligatory
accompaniment of a second guitar (“unwillkürliche
Begleitung”); sometimes it’s optional (“willkürliche”). The
early duets (op. 16a, op. 55, and the selections from the
Apollo-Saal) are written for two guitars in standard tuning;
the later ones require a terz guitar (becoming fashionable at
that time) for the first part.
While the Nazional Ländler, op. 16a, are at least partly
arrangements of traditional folk tunes, the other sets seem
to be predominantly Giuliani’s own compositions. Let’s
have a closer look at the first:

16 Oesterreichische Nazional Ländler für zwei Guitarren
Componirt und dem Herrn Heinrich Gründler Zugeeignet von
Seinem Lehrer Mauro Giuliani, 16tes Werk.(Vienna: Artaria &
Comp., 1811).

These Ländler reflect the idiom of Austrian folk music
more than any of the others. Some of them are obviously
traditional melodies which were still played in the twentieth
century. No. 1 is known under the name “Schmalzer” and
was recorded by Alfred Quellmalz in Bolzano in 1942. A
concordance to no. 11 can be found in a manuscript of
Steyerische Tänze from 1851.7
The Ländler, op. 16a,
reveal a variety of different
local styles. Most of them
have a simple metric scheme
(eight-bar sections), and
harmonic structure (tonic and
dominant). Only nos. 9 and 10
have Schubert-like harmonic
extensions. No. 13 and 15 are
much like the minimalistic
Innviertler Ländler from Upper
Austria. Only no. 16 is rather
unusual for folk music, with
what sounds like a concertante
finale.
In no. 12, Giuliani uses
a symbol (ondeggiamento) for
the typical “lateral” vibrato
associated with the Zither.
In modern editions and
performances it is sometimes
mistaken for the trill symbol, but
the proper symbol for the trill
(tr) appears in no. 15. We find
the ondeggiamento also in other
Figure 4:
Ländler compositions by Giuliani

7 I am indebted to Walter Deutsch for helping to spot the sources.
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(op. 80) and other composers, e.g., Franz Seegner, ZitterLändler, op. 2 (Vienna, 1821).
Some notes raise questions: In no. 7 some accidentals
are obviously wrong or missing. In no. 15 the bass note A in
the second part would suggest the subdominant while the
melody requires the dominant (the same is found in no. 12,
m. 3). As the seventh of B major the A sounds strange, but
Giuliani might have accepted it for the benefit of an open
string (the bass note B would be possible but difficult).
In general, Giuliani’s settings match the style of
Austrian folk music very well: The melodies have the large
ambitus reflecting the typical register changes between
the chest voice and falsetto. These are a defining aspect
of yodeling—leaping up and down from note to note of
a triad. The rhythmic flow of eighth notes is occasionally
interrupted by hemiolas and syncopated rhythms, which
are significant for the waltz. In terms of playing technique,
the extended use of ornaments might suggest that amateur
players had been familiar with slurs of various kinds. No. 14
of op. 16a appears in a 4/4 meter, as a study in op. 1 (part
3, no. 10).

Figure 5:

The simple structure of folk songs from the Alps lends
itself very well to variations. Giuliani wrote numerous sets
of variations; some of them based on traditional Austrian
folk songs or on works in the unmistakable style of folk
songs.
Six Variations pour la Guitarre Sur L’air: a Schisserl und
a Reindl [a dish and a pot] par Mauro Giuliani, Oeuvre 38,
was published by Artaria & Comp. in 1812. There is also a
manuscript copy of a version with full orchestra by Antonio
Gracco,8 which could be Giuliani’s own arrangement. He
might have given it to Gracco during his stay in Trieste after
leaving Vienna.

The theme, probably a traditional melody well
known and widely sung, first appears in the Singspiel Der
Marktschreyer by Franz Xaver Süßmayr (1799). The best
known variations of the song are those by Ludwig van
Beethoven (for flute and piano, op. 105) and Carl Maria
von Weber (for viola and piano, J 49). Wenzel Thomas
Matiegka (in Grande Serenade facile op. 11) and Matteo
Carcassi (in Etrennes aux Amateurs op. 8) composed
variations on this song for the guitar. In the setting of the
theme we already see Giuliani’s fun-loving spirit at work:
the second part of the phrase is a kind of diminution.

8 New edition by Giorgio Tortora, Editions Chanterelle 525.
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XII Variations faciles
pour La Guitarre sur une Air
nationale Autrichien composeés
par Mauro Giuliani, Oeuvre
47, was published in 1813 by
Steiner & Comp. The theme is
based on the song “Freundin
(or “Mädchen”), ich komm mit
der Zither.” It is also heard in
a work for three male voices,
which is attributed to Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart (KV C
9.08, apocryphal works). It’s
the easiest of all variations by
Giuliani.
Six Variations pour
la Guitarre sur la chanson
nationale: I bin a Kohlbauern
Bub [I am a cabbage-farm
boy]: composées e dediées à
Mme M.A. De Ritterspurg par
Mauro Giuliani Oeuvr. 49. First
appeared in 1814 with Thadé
Weigl, and later also in an
edition by Anton Diabelli. It’s
interesting that the melody in
the version of Zischka/Schottky
(1819, used in Diabelli’s
Originalländler… nach
österreichischen Volksweisen), is
quite different from Giuliani’s.
Other sources such as Hans
Commenda (1914) show
a version which is almost
identical. This comes as no
suprise as deviating versions
are a common feature of orally
transmitted songs.
Introduction et Variations
pour la Guitarre seule sur le
Thème favori: Das ist alles eins,
ob wir Geld haben oder keins
[the differences amount to
aught ‘twixt having gold and
having naught], Composées et
dediées A Monsieur Constant
Moretus, Gentilhomme Belge,
par Mauro Giuliani, Oeuvre 99.

Figure 6, 7, 8 & 9:
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Figure 10, 11 & 12 (clockwise):

First published by Cappi & Diabelli in 1819. This song, as
noted in the case of the Air Tirolien, is not a genuine folk
song but a theater song from the comedy Die Büchse der
Pandora by Johann Fuss (Vienna, 1818). Its folkloristic style
may have inspired Giuliani to use elements of alpine folk
music in his variations. Another theater song was “varied”
in op. 97: Variationen für die Guitarre über das beliebte
Duett “Ich bin liederlich, du bist liederlich”[I am carefree, you
are carefree] aus dem Zauberspiel “Der Schatten von Faust's
Weib.” Some of the Viennese theater songs were so popular
that they were considered folk songs.
Introduction et Variations pour la Guitarre seule sur un
Walz favori composées et dediées à Mademoiselle Cressence
Comtesse de Tannenberg par Mauro Giuliani Oeuvre 103
was first published by Cappi & Diabelli in 1819 and in
an arrangement for guitar and string quartet in 1826
(Introduction et Variations sur un Valse favori pour la Guitare
avec accompagnement de deux Violons, Alto et Violoncelle
composées par Mauro Giuliani Oeuvre 103).

The theme, named “Walz favori” is more like a song
than a dance: The first part of the melody has some yodellike glissandos (which were very unusual in the guitar
music of that time!), the second part is like an instrumental
interlude between the stanzas. The melody may be a
reference to the dedicatee, the Tyrolean countess Kreszenz
von Tannenberg. She might have been a pupil of Giuliani
—in an oil painting from 1817 she appears with her
guitar.9 The count Louis von Tannenberg had been taught
to accompany songs with the guitar by Johann Baptist
Gänsbacher in 1811.10

9 Private collection
10 Stefan Hackl, “Die Gitarre in der Kammermusik des Tiroler Komponisten Johann Baptist Gänsbacher (1788-1844),” Gitarre & Laute 4 (1996): 15–19.
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Figure 13:

In Giuliani’s list of works, which he sent to Domenico
Artaria in 1828, op. 103 was named “Varizioni sul tema
Scarivari.”11 Whatever “Charivari” meant at that time, it was
surely something humorous.
Last but not least there are variations on a waltz,
composed after his Viennese period and published in
Napoli (Girard) 1827: Variazoni con Introduzione, e Finale
per Chitarra Sola sul Tema di un Valzer Favorito di Mauro
Giuliani Opera 138. The theme is a variant of a Ländler
Giuliani used as the trio of the Scherzo from Sonatina op.
71/3.

Alpine Folk Music
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the guitar
almost completely disappears from public life. We read of
very few concerts being performed or music editions being
published. But still guitars were being made and played (for
example, in Vienna there was a demand for bass-guitars
for use in Schrammel-musik ensembles). Folk music helped
the instrument to survive—albeit in the privacy of people’s
homes.
Then, at the turn of the twentieth century, a situation
arose similar to the one seen at the turn of the previous
century. A new wave of enthusiasm for folk music emerged,
due in part to new research and collection efforts and
in part to the so-called Wandervogel (wandering bird)

movement. In Munich and
Vienna this guitar revival drew
heavily on Alpine (German,
Swiss, and Austrian) folk
music—not just on the success
of the Spanish virtuosos such
as Miguel Llobet and Andrés
Segovia. Alois Götz, Johann
Decker-Schenk, Markus
Schwerdhöfer, and Heinrich
Albert published many dances
and folk song arrangements
with guitar. Jakob Ortner
toured with Tyrolean minstrels
(Nationalsängergesellschaft EggerRieser) and was famed for his
skill in improvising Ländler and
marches. As the first Professor of
Guitar at the Musikakademie in
Vienna (so named in 1914), Ortner was able to bring the
Viennese bass- (or contra-) guitar into the curriculum by
1923.
German and Austrian publishers printed numerous old
and new Ländler, among them some by Mauro Giuliani.
Weinberger made a reprint of the Nazional Ländler, op 16a,
with the original plates of Artaria, entitled “16 Walzer.”
Schott published a selection of Neue Wald-Ländler, op. 23
(6 leichte Ländler A-Dur aus op. 23, G.A, 325) and still
others from op. 75 and 80 in two volumes (Leichte Ländler,
G.A. 380, 381), in which the part of the second guitar was
arranged in A major; in the original version, the first part
(for terz guitar) was written in C major.
Since tourism in the Alps sparked a new interest in
traditional music, there developed a separation between
“genuine” folk music and the commercial variety. Sepp Eibl
(born 1934), from Munich, was one of the most important
figures in the preservation and promotion of authentic folk
music in his work for the Bavarian radio and television. He
was also a skilled guitarist, who influenced many young
players. He published some of Giuliani’s works in his
periodical Münchner Musikblätter,12 and his arrangements
of Giuliani’s Ländler from op. 80 for two or three guitars
(Zimmermann ZM 2150) are still well known. Various
groups play them, and not just with guitars.13 Giuliani’s
Ländler also found their way into the repertoire of the
ukulele in an arrangement by Ondrej Šárek (Mel Bay,
2013).

11 Thomas F. Heck, Mauro Giuliani: A Life for the Guitar (Kindle edition), 3rd edition, Austin, 2013. Thanks to Gerhard Penn for the hint.
12 Münchner Musikblätter, Mitteilungen der Volksmusikschule Sepp Eibl e.V. Ed. Sepp Eibl (1984/4 and 1990/4).
13 For example, listen to the CD, Achentaler Saitenmusik Nr. 2 (Bogner Records, 2008), https://www.amazon.de/dp/B0034WKP6A/ref=dm_ws_tlw_trk5
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Figure 14:

Eibl, Sepp. Münchner Musikblätter, Mitteilungen der Volksmusikschule Sepp Eibl e.V. (1984 no. 4 and 1990 no. 4).
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